Observation Birds

Students will deepen their understanding of birds, then write a paragraph to demonstrate their understanding.

Other

Students will...
write for three minutes answering the question, "What is a bird?"

Research

Students will research...
on birdnote.org.

Directions for students
Go to birdnote.org
Click on “Gallery”
Check out one nest cam (your choice)
Check out two featured bird videos
Add to your notes any observations you have made.

Sentence Frames
- I noticed __________
- I observed __________
- I wonder __________
- It reminds me of __________ because __________

Other

Students will...
continue to develop their understanding of the characteristics of a bird.

Directions for students
Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jF0Id-hH9y4
Add more information to your notes "What is a bird?"

Sentence Frames
- I noticed __________
- I observed __________
- I wonder __________
- It reminds me of __________ because __________

Demonstrate

Students will demonstrate...
their understanding of bird characteristics by writing a paragraph about their research findings.
Directions for students
Write a paragraph using the stems and your notes.

Sentence Frames
- I noticed _________
- I observed _________
- I wonder _________
- It reminds me of _________ because _________
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